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The IT productivity paradox!
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IT spending: The vital signals
From 1995 to 1999, U.S. 
companies spent $1.5 trillion on 
IT with the hope that it would 
drive business success.

In 2002, spending dropped by 
10% from 1999 levels which was 
UNPRECEDENTED.



The spending mix has changed

Year 2003
U.S.$ 33.8 billion

Year 2007
U.S. $38.2 billion

Source: Mckinsey.
Based on interviews with top 200 CIOs

Source: Tower Group estimates of IT spending 
by the FSI sector
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The utility analogy cant be ignored.!
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The key driver seems to be COST CONTAINMENT



Though the opportunity to exploit IT 
exists..!

• Provides a number of new options and possibilities
• IT may be pervasive, but the ability to exploit it is not
• IT beyond the enterprise provides enormous leverage
• Executing tactically yet aligned to a  specific strategy
• Effective use of Business Intelligence applications
• Adherence to a specific value discipline



The IT portfolio: Managing returns 
and risks appropriately
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Infrastructure

Transactional

Informational

Strategic

Standardization
Agility
Reduce costs

Cut costs
Improve throughput

Improved decisions
Better control

Service neccesity
Differentiation
Innovation



Source: Business Week Feb 2003



Implications for CIOs
Demonstrate value to businessunits (now is REDUCE COSTS)
Gain a shared understanding of organization strategy and the 
levers of competitive advantage at all levels
Ensure faster, more complete strategy alignment and 
execution, both within IT and across business units
Assess performance and communicate results on a regular 
basis
Evaluate and prioritize initiatives more quickly and effectively
Establish greater  shared accountability through a robust IT 
governance mechanism


